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How to succeed at appellate practice

1. Understand the court’s jurisdiction (power) 
and function.

2. Know the standards of review.

3. Know the record.

4. Follow the rules. Suspect forms.

5. Be a professional writer.



Jurisdiction and Function
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Jurisdiction defined

“Jurisdiction is the legal power and authority of 
a court to hear and determine an action or 
proceeding involving the legal relationships of 
the parties, and to grant the relief to which they 
are entitled.” 

– La. Code Civ. P. art. 1.



Jurisdiction and Function

District court Original jurisdiction.
La. Const. art. V § 16(A).

Determine the facts.

Render final judgment on the 
merits.

Court of appeal Appellate jurisdiction.
Supervisory jurisdiction.
La. Const. art. V § 10(A).

Correct errors by district 
court.*

La. Supreme Court Mostly supervisory jurisdiction.
La. Const. art. V § 5(A) and (D).

Develop Louisiana
jurisprudence.*

* See Boudreaux v. State, DOTD, 2001-1329, p. 3 n. 5 (La. 2/26/02), 815 So. 2d 7, 9 n. 5



Jurisdiction drives preservation

“The scope of review in all cases within the 
appellate jurisdiction of the Courts of Appeal shall 
be as provided by LSA-Const. Art. 5, § 10(B).” 

“The Courts of Appeal will review only those issues 
which were submitted to the trial court and which 
are contained in the specifications or assignments 
of error ….”

– La. Ct. App. Unif. R. 1-3.



Jurisdiction drives preservation

With few exceptions, La. Supreme Court “cannot 
consider contentions raised for the first time in 
this Court which were not pleaded in the court 
below and which the district court has not 
addressed.”

– Boudreaux v. State, DOTD, 2001-1329, p. 2 (La. 2/26/02), 815 So. 2d 7, 
9. (Exceptions include declinatory exceptions of no subject-matter 
jurisdiction and peremptory exceptions pleaded under La. Code Civ. P. 
art. 2163. See Boudreaux, p. 2, 815 So. 2d at 9.)



Jurisdiction drives standards of review

“This state’s appellate review standard … is 
constitutionally based and jurisprudentially 
driven ….”

Stobart v. State, DOTD, 617 So. 2d 880, 882 n. 2 (La. 1993).



Jurisdiction and the record

“The appellate court shall render any judgment which 
is just, legal and proper upon the record on appeal.”

– La. Code Civ. P. art. 2164.

“[O]ur constitutional authority is to review judgments 
upon the record on appeal, not to enter judgments 
based on circumstances arising after the appeal was 
taken.”

– Hester v. Hester, 501 So. 2d 910, 910 (La. App. 5 Cir. 1987).



Standards of review
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“Standard of review” defined

“The phrase ‘standard of review’ refers to 

the degree of deference that an appellate 

court must accord to the decision of the 

lower court or administrative agency 

whose ruling is being reviewed.”
– Booth v. State, 251 P.3d 369, 372 (Alaska 2011).



Standards of review, grossly 
oversimplified

Manifest error (a.k.a. 
“clearly wrong”)

Abuse of discretion

De novo

Highly deferential. 
Applies to fact findings.

Highly deferential. 
Applies to discretionary 
rulings. 

No deference.
Applies to rulings of law.



Jurisdiction drives standards of review

The manifest-error standard of review “is based 
not only upon the trial court’s better capacity to 
evaluate live witnesses (as compared with the 
appellate court’s access to only a cold record), 
but also upon the proper allocation of trial and 
appellate functions between the respective 
courts.”

Canter v. Koehring Co., 283 So. 2d 716, 724 (La. 1973); Stobart v. State, 
DOTD, 617 So. 2d 880, 883 (La. 1993); Marange v. Custom Metal 
Fabricators, Inc., 2011-2678, p. 8 (La. 7/2/12), 93 So. 3d 1253, 1258.



Manifest error



Quotable quote on standards of 
review

“The ability to correctly state the 

standard of review is a question of 

minimum professional competence.”
– Ruggero J. Aldisert et al., Winning on Appeal § 5.2 at 52 (3d ed. 2017).



Briefing the standard of review

In the U.S. Fifth Circuit briefs, the 

appellant’s argument must contain, “for 

each issue, a concise statement of the 

standard of review ….”
– Fed. R. App. P. 28(a)(8)(B).



Briefing the standard of review

In briefs for Louisiana appellate courts, the 

appellant’s argument must contain, “for 

each assignment of error and issue for 

review a concise statement of the 

applicable standard of review ….”
– Unif. R. 2-12.4(A)(9)(b).



Rules, not forms
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Rules, not forms

“The world changes; we do 
not.”

– Anne Rice, Interview with a 
Vampire.

Conform (maybe) to 
obsolete, outdated rules

Preserve bad legal writing



Louisiana rules

• La. Code Civ. P. arts. 2081–2201

• La. Code Crim. P. arts. 911–923

• Uniform Rules

• Local Rules

• La. Supreme Court rules



U.S. 5th Circuit rules

• Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure

• 5th Circuit Rules

• 5th Circuit Internal Operating Procedures

• 5th Circuit Practitioner’s Guide



Where to find the rules

• Green books

• La. Rules of Court (Thomson Reuters)

• Westlaw, LEXIS

• Courts’ web sites



Know the record
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Content of the record (La.)

• Extract of pertinent trial-court minutes

• All pleadings and motions (including 
attachments)

• Court orders

• Documentary evidence and other evidence

• Judgment and reasons for judgment

• Transcript of testimony
– See Unif. R. 2-1.5 – 2-1.9.



Content of the record (U.S. 5th Cir.)

• Original papers and exhibits filed in the district 
court

• Transcript of proceedings, if any

• Certified copy of the docket entries prepared 
by the district clerk
– See Fed. R. App. P. 10



Importance of the record

“The appellate court shall render any judgment 
which is just, legal, and proper upon the record 
on appeal.”

– La. Code Civ. P. art. 2164.



Importance of the record

“Under La. C.C.P. art. 2164, the scope of review on 
appeal is limited to the contents of the record as 
lodged in the appellate court.”

– Ballard v. Lambert, 624 So. 2d 8, 10 (La. App. 5 Cir. 1993).

“This court cannot receive evidence, therefore we 
cannot render a judgment based on consent of the 
parties not evidenced in the record on appeal.”

– Hester v. Hester, 501 So. 2d 910, 911 (La. App. 5 Cir. 1987).



Know the record

“At the appellate stage, knowing your case 

means, first and foremost, knowing the record. 

You never know until it is too late what damage 

a gap in your knowledge of the record can do—

not only at oral argument …, but even in your 

brief.” 
– Antonin Scalia & Bryan A. Garner, Making Your Case: The Art of 

Persuading Judges § 3 at 8 (2008).



Know the record

“The brief … shall contain … [the party’s] 

contentions, with reference to the specific page 

numbers of the record and citation to the 

authorities on which [the party] relies ….” 
– Unif. R. 2-12.4(A)(9)(a).



Know the record

“Every assertion in briefs regarding matter in the 

record must be supported by a reference to the 

page number of the original record, whether in 

paper or electronic form, where the matter is 

found ….” 
– 5th Cir. R. 28.2.2.



Form of the record

• Electronic

– U.S. Fifth Circuit

• Paper, but available in PDF

– La. 1st, 3rd, and 5th Circuits

• Paper

– La. 2nd and 4th Circuits



How to cite the record

• By volume, abbreviation, and page (like So. 3d 
and F.3d).
– 5 R. 1249 (vol. 5 p. 1249)

• And sometimes by line (like the Bible)
– 6 R. 1307:5-12 (vol. 6 p. 1307 lines 5-12)

• In the U.S. 5th Circuit: 
– ROA.[page]



Be a professional writer
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Too much brief-writing



Fun brief-writing fact

“[A] supermajority of lawyers—even 

law professors—grossly overestimate 

their writing skills, and underestimate 

the importance of those skills.”
– Bryan A. Garner, Garner on Language and Writing xxxv (2009).



Fun briefwriting fact

In the U.S. 5th Circuit, 
percentage of briefs that 
are “well-written” and 
“genuinely helpful”:

5% to 10%

—Judge Thomas M. Reavley

Bryan A. Garner, Garner on 
Language and Writing xxxiii (2009).



Fun briefwriting fact

In the U.S. 7th Circuit, 
percentage of briefs that 
are “of a high professional 
caliber”:

3%

—Judge Frank Easterbrook

Bryan A. Garner, Garner on Language 
and Writing xxxiv (2009).



What’s wrong with briefs (according to 
the judges)?

• Too long. Too long. Too long.
• Too many issues or points
• Rudderless; no central theme(s).
• Lack of focus.
• Absence of organization.
• Excessive citations and verbiage.
• Uninteresting and irrelevant fact statements.
• Misrepresented facts and case holdings
• Failure to mention or properly cite contrary 

authorities
• Failure to state proper jurisdiction
• Failure to set forth the proper standard of 

review
• Failure to apply the standard of review 

properly.
• Failure to prepare an accurate table of 

contents.
• Failure to prepare an accurate table of 

authorities with page references to the brief.

• Failure to set forth a summary of the 
argument

• Unclear, incomprehensible, irrelevant 
statements of reasons.

• Misrepresenting or exaggerating the 
adversary’s arguments

• Inaccurate or incomplete citations.
• Citing cases that have been overruled.
• Discussing unnecessary details of precedents 

and compared cases.
• Failure to cite the record.
• Failure to state the relief requested
• Typing, misspellings and grammatical 

mistakes.
• Failure to observe the court’s appellate rules.
• Etc., etc., etc., … 

– Ruggero Aldisert et al., Winning on Appeal 
§ 2.3.1, at 20-21 (3d  ed. 2017)



More fun facts about legal writing

• Legal writing is the most important subject 
taught in law school.*

• Excellent writing = career success.

• Excellence in writing is a life-long pursuit.

• About 70% to 80% of appeals are won or lost 
on the briefs.

_______

* But not necessarily treated so.



Citing cases La. style

Wrong Right

Boudreaux v. State, 2001-1329 

(La. 2/26/02), 815 So. 2d 7.

• Rules of La. S. Ct. Part G § 8 
(See materials pp. 24–25)

• In La. courts of appeal, give 
parallel citations to U.S. 

Supreme Court decisions. 

(Unif. R. 2-12.4.)

Boudreaux v. State, 815 So. 
2d 7 (La. 2002).



The importance of typography

THE OTHER DAY, I RAN INTO AN
ENTIRE PARAGRAPH WRITTEN IN
ALL CAPITAL LETTERS. TO MAKE
MATTERS WORSE, THE ENTIRE
THING WAS IN BOLD TEXT. AND I
THOUGHT TO MYSELF, “GEEZ,
TRYING TO READ THIS IS
HURTING MY EYES AND MY
BRAIN. IT’S LIKE THE WRITER IS
SHOUTING AT ME, WHICH
HURTS MY EARS AND MAKE ME
WISH THAT HE WOULD SHUT UP,
JUST TO STOP THE PAIN.”

The other day, I ran into an entire 

paragraph written in all capital 

letters. To make matters worse, 

the entire thing was in bold text. 

And I thought to myself, “Geez, 

trying to read this is hurting my 

eyes and my brain. It’s like the 

writer is shouting at me, which 

hurts my ears and makes me wish 

that he would shut up, just to 

stop the pain.”



Help with typography

• Matthew Butterick, Typography for Lawyers

• Ruth Anne Robbins, Painting With Print, 
2 J. ALWD 108 (Fall 2004)

• U.S. 7th Cir., Requirements and Advice for 
Typography in Briefs and Other Papers
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